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Please accept my congratulations on your arbicle "fhe Second Oswald: 
The Case for a Conspiracy Theory" and also my thanks for including a 
reference to my subjeet index to the Warren Report Hearings and Exhibite, 
You have made an important contribution to the current debate on the 
erite of the Warren Report (if any} and the validity of the conclusions 

pronounced by the Warren Commission (none), The whole article is sts ase 
with the authority 4 that can only be achieved by paiient and comprehensive 
study of the testinony amd exhibits, an exercise which has been underbaken 
by Llanentably few critica of the Warren Report. 

i find myself largely in agreement with your general evaluation of 
the evidence and with part of your counter—theory., Personal’ yaar 

rule cat, Oswald's ianocence of both the efimes of whic’ 

activities and associations, the nature of which is ambiguous. Bub in 
formulating my own comber-theory on the basis of impersonation as part 
of a deliberate advance exercise to incriminate Oswald, I have predicated 
myself on the assumption of Oswald's non-involvemernt in either the 
assassination or the Tippit shooting, except in the role of the patay 
he himself claimed. Perhaps we will have an opportunity to discuss 
counter-theories. one day. 

Meamihte, 1 | should like to comment on several factual. matters 

You state that - the - gtretcher bullet (GE 399) "had lost only about 2,5 
greins of ite estimated original weight.” FBI expert Frazier testified, in 
fact, that there was not necessarily any weight loss whatever, "because is8, 6 
is only a grain and a half less than the normal weight, and at least a 2 grain 
variation would be allowed" (3% 430). On the question of the absence of bicod 
or tissue on the stretcher bullet, I agree with you--rather than with Woi sherg 
~«that the real sianificance lies in the fact that the bullet did not need to 
be cleaned after the feats which the Commission has aseribed to it, Tomlinson, 
‘who was the first person to see the bullet, does not suggest in his testimony 
that it was bloody or had amr organic material on it, I have the strong 
impression that no one cleaned the bullet, for the Simple reason that cleaning 
Wee not required, 

I would agree also that bullet 399 may have been planted, not necessarily 
at Parklend Hospital but by later substitution. Only one of the persons 
involved in the chain of possession of the bullet was able to identify it 
(see CE 2011, pp.2+3), 



problems Which h brine J it under ‘Lous suspicic 
the only one to notice the arustal information about : : a 
Net only did the paper bag present no oll residue or | other evidence of haying 
contained 4 will-olled rif (the FRI sayk it Was, CE 297.) but the Dlanket, 
in which the wifi wipposedly had been stored for months y yielded no of ataine 
ah thes Yee, someone could have fabricated the paper ber to sow conf uston—but 

weld? mn He § 4b 1 _possitile that the paper bag Was fabricated afher + e 
wale iper?s nest on the sixth floor? Tb is néty after 

graphs, and the testimony about its discover 3 
Toeaton, aid p poston ia 3 wildly contradiotarys 

times you indicate that Oswald spent Novorber 9th in Teving 
(according ¢ 40 the Comzission) and could not have been the customer who was 
received by Hogard, In fact, the Warren Report deas indicate (on page 7h0} 
that on that day Mra, Paine book S Gewaid tox a driver's license test, only to 
find the station closed. eport omite is that the station was in 
Oak CLIff, not too far from the car agency where Borsa worked, Perhaps 
Oswald decided to test his etl] as a driver, informally, since the station 
could not provide the test that dey. That would make sense to mes bub, if 
we are to believe ore, Paine, Jewald never lett her side thet day and they 
reburned to Irving after the abortive trip. 

You refer ab one point to the “clearly fictitious” Hidell. I believe, 
on the contrary, that Hidell. was not fietitious, and I strongly doubt that 
Oswald ever used thet nem as an alias, the So-called forged Hidell ecard 
notwithstanding. Bub that ie a long story, 

The post office box rented by Oswald on Hovember 1, 1963 did not 
designate "Marina? or "Hidell” ae persone authorized to receive mall; only 
the FPCC and the ACLU seem to have been listed, although even their 
entitlement seems to me to be anbiguous (gee WR 312 and Holmes Exidbit Ne, 1). 

You say that Crewe wrote to the Soviet Eebassy on November 9, 1965 
making faise slater seme about a conversation with FBI agent Hosty “thab never 
hook places? IF an not certain that euch a conversation did not oceur, 
Oswald teid beth his wife and Ruth Paine that he intended to go to the FBI 
office in Dallas and give thos a plece of hie mind, after be was informed 
of Hosbty!s visit on Nov enbar det, Other statesente of this nature from Gewnld 
have been too lightly discounted; sane of then tuned out to be true (ie@es 
that saamdens hed a rifle or rifles an the Depository tw daye before the 
assassination; that he ploketed tue fleet in Hdw Grleans: eto.). 

i4 is true that no one reported the smell of sumowder on the sixth 
fisor of the Depository: in faeb, Luke } iooney gaid that there was no such 
enell (34 289). 

the bullet fired at General Walker became unidenbifisble only after 
november 22mdy at the time of the attempted shooting, April 1963, the volice. 
had no hesitation in identifying the bullet as a 30.06, throuch spokesman 
detective Ira Jan Cleave (Dalles Herning Hews, April 14, 1963, page ly 
New York Tes, ae 12 a Ponce «: The famous palmprdnt on the rifle berrel 
was almost certainly a abrlcabion, 



’ pretudtous taste retthde the hows ¢ of the ee 

night heve more urgent busine 

investig gate various S matters whieh should have been ¢ taken into acer 
Paulty evaluation of evidence in its possension, Faults of that nabuce 
would not by thesselves necessarily indicate malevolence, But you have 
net dealt with the mumerous ingbances in which the Gommiesion x inLerepresented 
the facts in Lis possession, or conceded such facte, or even ° Yivented thaen” 
(ise., the recency and current namfacture of the rifle ammunition, which is 
demled by the Western Cartridge Company, Alton,Tliinois, ina letter GO Mitty 
and which is ineonsi stent with one of the Commisslon's Exbibite; odds 
enough, that false agse panied by a citation). ertion ia not act 

When those instances of conscious misrepresentation are taken inte 
ss adeanb, 1t becomes obvious thet in each case the misrepresentation ha 

the dixvect or indirect effect of further inoriminating Oswald or promoting 
the fixed and immutable thesis of the lone assasein Oswald a 3 
apGapsin Ruby’. The Comiesion never hold any other thesis, 

Yet, one may recall thet under the ¢irewagttences in whieh the 
Commission was appaintead and undertook ita Pinvestigation® the theory 
ef the lone assassin should heave been at the botion of @ dist of 
theeries, ta he gonsidered © onky if the others proved untenable, 

im, I congratulate you on your master; of the details of the 
evidense and on an article which aid a veal eontribution to unierstandiny 

cis gov simerely 

Sylvia Heasher 
302 Neat 12 : Street 

New York, §.Y,. Toi) 


